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QUESTION 1

When creating a Search workflow action, which field is required? 

A. Search string 

B. Data model name 

C. Permission setting 

D. An eval statement 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/8.0.3/Knowledge/Setupasearchworkflowacti on 

A workflow action is a link that appears when you click an event field value in your search results2. A workflow action
can open a web page or run another search based on the field value2. There are two types of workflow actions: GET
and POST2. A GET workflow action appends the field value to the end of a URI and opens it in a web browser2. A
POST workflow action sends the field value as part of an HTTP request to a web server2. When creating a Search
workflow action, which is a type of GET workflow action that runs another search based on the field value, the only
required field is the search string2. The search string defines the search that will be run when the workflow action is
clicked2. Therefore, option A is correct, while options B, C and D are incorrect because they are not required fields for
creating a Search workflow action. 

 

QUESTION 2

When extracting fields, we may choose to use our own regular expressions 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A user wants to convert numeric field values to strings and also to sort on those values. 

Which command should be used first, the eval or the sort? 

A. It doesn\\'t matter whether eval or sort is used first. 

B. Convert the numeric to a string with eval first, then sort. 

C. Use sort first, then convert the numeric to a string with eval. 

D. You cannot use the sort command and the eval command on the same field. 

Correct Answer: C 
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Explanation: The eval command is used to create new fields or modify existing fields based on an expression2. The sort
command is used to sort the results by one or more fields in ascending or descending order2. If you want to convert
numeric field values to strings and also sort on those values, you should use the sort command first, then use the eval
command to convert the values to strings2. This way, the sort command will use the original numeric values for sorting,
rather than the converted string values which may not sort correctly. Therefore, option C is correct, while options A, B
and D are incorrect. 

 

QUESTION 4

What is the correct syntax to search for a tag associated with a value on a specific fields? 

A. Tag-
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